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U.S. ARMY SUSTAINMENT COMMAND
402ND ARMY FIELD SUPPORT BRIGADE
The 402nd Army Field Support Brigade (AFSB) is
a mission- focused, modular organization
designed to bring logistics power forward to every
element of the expeditionary Army by providing
responsive strategic logistics capability and
materiel readiness to enable Combatant
Commanders to conduct the full range of military
operations.

integration, and synchronization of the Army’s
Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology (AL&T)
capabilities in order to maintain unit readiness.
AFSBn-Hawaii is responsible for direct
operational support to three Combat Brigades of
the 25th Infantry Division, and 15 Active and
Reserve Component Combat Support Brigades
within USARPAC.

The 402nd AFSB has five direct reporting units
(DRUs) two Army Field Support Battalions
(AFSBns) and three Logistics Readiness Centers
(LRCs) providing direct support to US Army
Pacific (USARPAC) forces throughout US Pacific
Command (USPACOM) area of responsibility
(AOR) with reach- back capabilities covering five
different time-zones.

LRC-FT Greely Alaska (LRC-FGAK) provides a
broad range of logistics services in a remote
locale under harsh Arctic conditions to the
Garrison and Tenant Activities supporting the
Missile Defense Complex across the full spectrum
of operations.

AFSBn-Alaska (AFSBn-ALK) provides leadership
to integrate and synchronize AMC materiel
enterprise (ME) support to U.S. Army Alaska
(USARAK) and the Alaska National Guard.
AFSBn- ALK provides logistics assistance to
Commanders that are confronted with challenges
beyond their resources or capabilities. AFSBnALK performs this function through the
employment of Brigade Logistics Support Teams
(BLST) composed of technically proficient
logistics and maintenance personnel, Logistics
Assistance Representatives (LARs) from all the
AMC Life Cycle Management Commands
(LCMC). The LAR’s primary mission is to analyze
unit materiel readiness and assist in resolving
equipment readiness issues.
AFSBn-Hawaii (AFSBn-HAW) provides logistics
and sustainment support to all units within Hawaii
and other areas within USPACOM not covered by
a Sister Brigade, through prioritization,

LRC-FT Wainwright Alaska and Joint Base
Elmendorf- Richardson, Army Support Area,
Alaska (LRC-FWAK & JBER ASA) provides
full spectrum logistics support under harsh
Arctic conditions and across vast distances
in Alaska to USARAK units, the Garrison,
and Tenant Activities at FWAK, JBER, Bilio
Lake and Black Rapids Training Site in
order to ensure warfighters are properly
sustained to fight and win the nation’s wars.
LRC-Schofield Barracks Oahu, Hawaii (LRCSBHI) integrates and synchronizes materiel
enterprise operations that provide sustainable
installation support and Power Projection
capability to the Army and Joint forces in
USPACOM AOR. The logistics support and
services provided are inclusive of Logistics
Services Contract, Transportation, Supply and
Services, and Maintenance, Additionally, LRCSBHI provides sub-installation support to
Pohakuloa Training
Area (PTA), located on
the big island of Hawaii.
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